O P P O S I T E In the kitchen, the carver
chair and the table were made by
William’s father, Robin Peers, and the
two primitive ladder-back chairs were
made by William. The terracotta floor
tiles are also home-made; William dug
the clay for them locally, and even built
the kiln, which he tended for two days
and two nights – an enterprise he
describes as ‘fringing on insanity’.

R I G H T The larger of the barns is a
workshop where William carves
sculptures from blocks of marble.

FA R R I G H T The stone barn
adjoining the house has been
converted to make an office.

B E LOW The house is built from cob
and was dilapidated and ‘completely
unloved’ when they first saw it.

C A RV I N G A H O M E
‘We shape our buildings, and afterwards they shape us,’ said
Winston Churchill, arguing for the reconstruction of the old
House of Commons, which had been destroyed in the blitz.
It’s a quote that sculptor William Peers finds especially
appealing. He and his wife Sophie Poklewski Koziell have
shaped the building they inhabit more comprehensively than
most. They have moulded cob (a mixture of clay and straw)
to mend its walls, sawn and planed wood to make its floors,
doors and stairs, and dug and mixed the clay for its floor tiles
– literally shaping the rooms with their own hands. As for
how the house has shaped them, William simply smiles and
shrugs. But you only have to spend a day in their thoughtful,
hospitable and creative company to sense the answer.
The couple first came to Cornwall in the late 1990s and rented a cottage.
William already knew the area and Sophie felt at home in the landscape,
which reminded her of County Kildare, where she spent her childhood.
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They viewed the house on the strength of an ‘awful

A B OV E L E F T William’s father, an

picture’ in an estate agent’s office, and instantly fell for

agricultural engineer, built two new oak

it. Part of the attraction was the clutch of farm

staircases for the house, including this
one that leads up from the living room.

buildings gathered closely around the house – barns

William made the log basket, and the

and animal sheds that offered the space William needs

wide oak floorboards were cut from

for his work as a sculptor, teasing sensual shape and

Shropshire oak given to William and
Sophie as a wedding present.

texture from unwieldy slabs of marble. They were also
attracted by its untouched, unspoilt condition – the
very thing that had deterred less intrepid buyers.
Built of cob with stone foundations beneath an
undulating roof of large, irregular slates, the house
has the rooted look of a structure crafted from the

and says that the donkeys, Amir and
Hassan, join in by braying when she
strikes up a tune.

FA R L E F T There are fresh eggs for
breakfast, thanks to the hens that cluck

from surrounding meadows, it seems to hug the slope

in the garden.

of land that dips down to the banks of the River

O P P O S I T E The barn next to the

Tamar. It is hard to say how old it is. ‘It is quite an

house has been converted into an
office and guest accommodation. The
oak-framed sofas on castors, made to

nothing of any architectural stature or expense. The

William and Sophie’s own design, can

smartest thing in the whole house is the granite

be wheeled together to make a double

fireplace in our bedroom. I don’t think the farmers

bed. Wide planks cut from an ancient

who lived here can ever have made any money.’
Lack of spare cash had preserved the interior. Far
from having been stripped back and polished to the
point of bland nonentity, as is the fate of so many
‘restored’ old houses, it had accreted layers beneath

O R G A N I C FA R M H O U S E

to play the trumpet. Now she has both,

landscape it occupies. With no garden to separate it

impoverished building,’ says William. ‘There is
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A B OV E Sophie says she always
wanted donkeys, and always wanted

oak tree felled locally are seasoning in
the barn and will be laid as flooring.

A B OV E Slate shelves line the larder,
stacked with jars of wholesome homemade jams and chutneys, as well as
slightly more frivolous lollipops.

O P P O S I T E The cat has just had
kittens and sleeps on a sheepskin rug
next to the warmth of the Aga. Like so
much in the house, the kitchen units
are home-made, as is the stone

which the original house remained intact, if somewhat

TO P L E F T William has used local

dilapidated. Beams had been boxed in, walls and

materials wherever possible, such as

ceilings straightened up, fireplaces covered. ‘When we

the Cornish slate behind the butler’s
sink in the entrance hall – a convenient

started removing the later additions,’ says William, ‘all

place to wash the home-grown

the rooms were several feet bigger than they had been.’

vegetables picked from raised beds in

Most of the original woodwork was irreparable.
A welcome wedding present from William’s father

the greenhouse, which he built on the
footings of another barn.

A B OV E I n the same room, the

draining board, beautifully carved with

Robin was Shropshire oak, which they seasoned and

fireplace alcove makes useful storage

fern-shaped runnels by William.

used to make beautiful wide floorboards both upstairs

for hats, baskets and a feather duster.

and down. An agricultural engineer who designed the
first successful raspberry picking machine, Robin Peers
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A B OV E The bathtub was found

also made the two simple, sturdy oak staircases. Recently, a local landowner offered William and

abandoned in a neighbouring farmyard,

Sophie the trunk of a particularly venerable oak tree of immense girth. The broad planks are

while the lavatory cistern has a homemade wooden casing. One of William’s

stacked while they season, waiting to be made into a floor for the most recent addition to the

stone carvings hangs on the wall above

house. This is an adjoining barn, now converted to make a spacious office where Sophie can

the old pine chest.

write (she is Associate Editor of Resurgence magazine), and compose her blog, which speaks

A B OV E R I G H T It is no surprise to

eloquently of the pleasures of cooking, gardening, making and creating with her children Sacha

hear that William also made the

aged 10, Robin aged 8 and Zoisa, who is 4.

showers, getting the glass cut specially
to size. Wooden concertina drying

Both she and William are passionate about the way of life they have forged here, so rich in

racks hang on the wall outside this

hands-on experience, if a little Spartan and isolated for some tastes. ‘I suppose you could call us

downstairs shower room and are

21st-century traditionalists,’ Sophie muses. ‘It’s not that we want to go backwards – I couldn’t

invaluable for drying laundry when
it is too wet to hang it outdoors.

O P P O S I T E Downstairs, the rooms

work without a computer – but life for many children seems to have become so passive. It isn’t
always easy to live like this. When I wanted a table for my computer and William said he would

lead one into the other, with this

make me one out of an old door that had washed up on the beach, I wished we could just go to

playroom sandwiched between the

IKEA and buy one. Sometimes doing things ourselves, and slowly, makes life really difficult,

kitchen and the living room. The sofa

but if you have to wait for something, and live through the process of its creation, it is very

strikes an unusual note of almost urban
sophistication in a house where so
much is hand-made and where even
the toys are appealingly vintage.

satisfying. I think that is a feeling a lot of modern children never have a chance to enjoy.’
Lunch is salad with broad beans picked just before we eat from raised beds in the large
greenhouse William built on the site of another old barn. There is home-made chutney and eggs
from the chickens that peck in the courtyard, one with an accompanying eddy of fluffy chicks.
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T H I S PAG E When William and
Sophie bought the farmhouse, all the
upstairs rooms seemed much smaller,
as walls and ceilings had been boxed
in. Taking down the ceilings to reveal
the old roof timbers makes the rooms
feel spacious and airy. As is also the
case downstairs, rooms lead one into
the other. From this spare bedroom
above the living room at one end of
the house, there is a view through the
bathroom to the granite fireplace in the
main bedroom beyond.

Kittens sleep in a soft pile next to the Aga and Sophie’s
two donkeys, Amir and Hassan, can be lured with
pieces of apple to thrust their heavy heads into the
kitchen over the stable-style door.
The whole scene would be in danger of caricature
if it were not for Sophie and William’s readiness for
self-parody, telling stories that undercut the rural idyll,
such as the time they brushed the donkeys and let the
chickens out to impress a prestigious client who arrived
just in time to witness the bloody aftermath of a
massacre by a marauding fox. William describes his
A B OV E a n d L E F T The fabric and

decision to make the floor tiles for the kitchen as

wood sculptures on the wall in this
spare bedroom were made by William

‘fringing on insanity’, although he is pleased with the

when he ran a sculpture course in

end result, and Sophie admits to finding life frustrating

Corsica. The carved newel post of the

sometimes but says she has found a cure. ‘I go outside

staircase can just be seen through the
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O R G A N I C FA R M H O U S E

door. The second staircase (left) leads

and blast away on my trumpet, and the donkeys join in.

up from the playroom.

Then I feel better,’ she laughs.

